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                  Chaos Soldier -  chaos soldier is a html5 arcade game, shoot the enemy and get score, use special attack to destroy like thunder and bomb 
              
	
                
                  Cat Chef and Broccoli -  The cute broccoli needs to escape from the chef cat, he will catch it and make dinner. Help the broccoli to reach the fridge... 
              
	
                
                  CenterBall -  Welcome to Center Ball, have fun making the background larger and without getting hit by the enemy, what are you waiting... 
              
	
                
                  Bunny Jumping Jet -  bunny jumping jet is an html5 endless jump game, jump and avoid teh enemy, get carrot for score and get rocket for super... 
              
	
                
                  Black Thrones -  Play as ‘Black’, an assassin on his last run to redeem himself and protect those he loves against legions of... 
              
	
                
                  Blastman -  blastman is an html5 platformer game, enemy robots have taken over your area, destroy them before they become powerful, explore... 
              
	
                
                  Battleships Pirates -  These brave girls love the sea and adventures. Let’s play as pirates, crush all enemy’s battleships, and seek... 
              
	
                
                  Battleship War Multiplayer -  Battleship War is a HTML5 Multiplayer Game.Hit all the ships of your enemy and lead your fleet to the victory!Collect points... 
              
	
                
                  Battle Card Monster -  Battle Card Monster is a confrontation battle game for boys. It is a collection of battle cards with a simple battle card... 
              
	
                
                  Ball Game -  ball Game a game where you have to dodge enemy balls, get as much money as possible to get more skins and try to get the... 
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